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HIKA

Through a tear in fate, a tiny interstice
you absented your soul from its own time;
and it is so present here in this light
section of lace, it makes me smile at "usefulness"
Rainer Maria Rilke
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Kristin Rogers

Marriage
Yes is not
a ring or even a spoken vow
it is born earlier, and less outright:
the hushed copper edge on a touch...
it ripens in the womb of time between when
the lip muscles itch with the trace
of other breath
and the time when lips meet
labor: huddled in a tiled stairwell
at the edge of late Monday
laughter
echoes
but mostly the silence

early Tuesday

suspended breath between lightning
and thunderclap
and the ice
scraped off the station window so that
we can see if the busses will be running
in the midst of this weather
here at 2 a.m.
a lost flashlight
and cold, stiff gnawed fingertips
amazed that we made it to
my place, and found even this
scratching to light a match
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Jill Penman

Anniversary
Cadmium red lights skirt inside curves to light up last year's
rain,
running along sides of chrome and paint, cold against skin
that pins itself together along mended pieces of space and grain.
Texture, twitching old sides and avenues, the deception plain
in its own placement, armies linger and stir outside and within
cadmium red lights skirt inside curves to light up last year's
rain—
or what's been seen before, sediment of wedding days, gathering
the train
along long, red hemmorrhaged* shocks of carpet, watch the spin
that pins itself along wounded pieces of space and grain.
Hers is a small conscience, as brooding as each of our own—
again
long, long hours of smallness, finally to know she's tired—
amen.
Cadmium red lights skirt inside curves to light up last year's
rain—
seen from the inside of barracks and sanatoriums, pain
has constant degrees, unfolds in every town and avenue—sin
that pins itself together along mended pieces of space and grain.
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PENMAN
Of conjecture and suggestion, texture owns itself; its own stain
a constant, rides against disturbances in
cadmium red lights skirt inside curves to light up last year's
rain
that pins itself together along mended pieces of space and
grain.
*from The Wedding Day by Kay Boyle
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Jill Penman

Swimming
She says she loves to swim when it's cold out
and it's not the cold she loves so much as the action
she's swimming when nobody else should even be outside
like a child deprived of her senses, all this lovely
deep, thrilling as it bows her body from legs to spine
along her neck the shock of immersion then I wonder
whether or not this something, this swimming wondering
if it could be, wondering if it's like childbirth out
along the lovely, deep shock; the thing, that action
that threads through her spine in one thick trick; her spine
contracting and extending all the time outside
of lunches that are placed in warm corners, lovely
table decorations form the hours' harmony, lovely
in their own dullness; they get watched holding, wondering
as the water fades from petals and leaves from outside
where water flowed in and out as a given thing, out
living in the circumstance itself; the spine
wonders at its own straightness, pulled as action
rests in its bottom, as pressure lifts and descends the action
of immersion in whichever element, each lovely
for their own integrities, wonderful blooms along the spine
of hours, that ticks into the fabric hanging over like wondering
why the sky is never another kind of blue never falls out
or decides into yellow, and scatters itself on our heads outside.
How cold outside,
does it have to be, does your reaction
make you want to get out
to leave, stay lovely
in the morning, wondering
curling your spine
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back into warm walls? Your spine
is your own, here I notice, outside
of what you claim, no wondering
about what stays after reaction
—lovely
to know, to get out
of what you are from, spine creating the outside
and the warm walls of inside, a wondering reaction
lovely, to get out.
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Kathleen Brauer

In Bathrooms
I used to buy oranges from the fruit man in Camdentown
lOp each for ten.
"That's a funny accent for the States," he said
to me once.
"Are you quite positive you aren't from New Zealand?"
He said it in a way that made me doubt.
Later, at home, I would peel them,
let their rinds
fall into the water, and eat their pulpy insides
in a hot tub, yellow sweetness
and the seeds that were only bitter
if you bit them
dripping down my chin and playing their way in rivulets
from sticky fingers to the oceans
underneath the damp cool of sweat drops collecting
in the tiny hairs
of my bare arms.
I sit here in the white, glass-enclosed shower stall
and squirm to fit
my back's curve
to the perpendicular angles of the cold porcelain,
my butt skidding obtrusively across
the dirty beige Rubbermaid daisy-shaped grips,
and try to forget
my bathroom in London, the candles
we burned—warm light
while we soaked in our oceans—
Kim's: red, dinner-table variety,
dripping over an old bottle we once emptied of cheap wine,
yellow lighter lying beside, supine
on the toilet's tank.
Or mine: all those pretty colored swirl ones,
the ones I bought with Oona
the day we went to the bookstore on High St. Kensington.
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BRAUER
Only £3 each for the big ones,
£1 for the smalls.
Here in Ohio we're not allowed candles.
A fire inspector once charged me $25 each for eight votives—
I never even got to use them
for a bath.
Instead I expose myself every night
to the accusations of an unforgiving fluorescent tube light
over the mirror
by the sink and close my eyes
against what I can't help become
dimples in cellulite
blue spiders branching across my breasts
nipples pointing downward
and against what I can't help
Remember my tiny flat on Glentworth Street
and the rise of the water
and the steam
as I stand naked and soapy with the door open
on cool wet tiles, slippery as fish
and pink as the morning sun,
where Kimberly's candle still preaches to the grout stains
from the wine bottle pulpit
on a broken toilet tank,
Liza's razor and plastic bottles full of candycolored bath gels—green apple, purple lilac
still crowd around the edges of
our perfectly-shaped tub,
and the scent of oranges lingers
languid on the air.
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MJ Vandivier

Renoir's Blond Bather
If bliss were the shade of an unreal sky,
unreal as bliss, unsettling as the blue
that weather can't produce, and if a girl
of sixteen could be this happy,
would she smile at us, mind the ugly?
Naked in our homes, she would not be safe.
Naked and alone, she could not be safe,
even as a nymph dropped from unreal sky.
Beauty, even in myth, succumbs to the ugly,
dragged aboard ships by soldiers for whom blue
water is the only dream, who are happy
when asleep, dead, or wrapped around a girl.
The familiarity in the eyes of this girl,
as if in her gaze we are always safe
from smallness, as if magically happy
for a second, we are profound, as sky
hinted and Renoir translated heaven in blue
which this angel guards, a witness to ugly
voyeurs, ordinary and joyless, ugly
experts and intruders. One clutches his girl
of forty, shaped like a soft apple in blue
fabric and says "She's not pretty". Safe
with his praise, unaware that Renoir's sky
would shake, she leaves the museum happy.
They eat their biscuits and are happy,
boil the beans, make busy love on ugly
sofas. On a black night, hunt blank sky
for constellations learned by rote. A girl,
a boy, fumbling for words like coins, are safe
until their bodies are flooded with blue
9

VANDIVIER

with unnerving beauty, with Renoir's blue,
with a devastating second that happily
retreats. After that second, nothing is safe,
comforted by things that time makes ugly,
rescued only by laughter, Renoir's girl,
and all of those blue things: water and sky.
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Giles Roblver

A Poet's Hands
Tyson out drinking, feeling old. Blond baby curls over
red cherub face. Dark eyes diluted by drink and years of
thought. Long body curled into booth, thin hands like
sleeping creatures awkwardly on the table. Empty glasses
and crumpled packets of cigarettes randomized in front of
him. White and red face of his friend barely visible across
the dark distance between them. Outside the table hardly
seemed to exist, except for those random bar noises of
pleasure and forgetting. Tyson, Friday nights, often felt
old.
Tyson's fingers awoke and curled around the mug in
front of him, stroking their way around the cold glass like
feelers. He often woke in the night and looked at his
hands in surprise. "What are these?" he would whisper to
the darkness. At these times his hands seemed so strange
and unnatural that he could not recognize what they
were. "What are these? What are they good for?" he would
say quietly and calmly before he realized that they were
his hands. It was not just the word that seemed so foreign
to him, but the idea of the undulating shapes of his
fingers. It was often minutes before he accepted the idea
of his appendages stretching into shades.
"You all right, Tyson?" asked Charlie, leaning into the
light. The soft yellowness gave the nearest portion of
Charlie's small face a red tint, accented by the several
beers inside of him. The rest of his face and body seemed
invisible in the darkness. It was disconcerting, like a
magic trick. Charlie leaned back and was almost gone, an
outline like an afterimage left on the retina, but black on
black. Tyson could not grasp it.
"I'm Fine, Charlie. Just feeling a little old tonight."
"Are you working on anything?" asked Charlie,
leaning in with his trick. Tyson felt sick to his stomach.
The area outside the table seemed even darker. He was
feeling less and less real.
11

ROBLYER

"Oh, you know, Charlie. A little bit here and there,"
he lied. He was a writer who was working on nothing. For
the past year he had been concentrating on exactly
nothing. Each day he wrote nothing and slipped farther
from who he had imagined himself to be. Each night he
awoke with his shadowy hands in front of his face and a
whispered question on his lips.
They sat quietly and drank. Tyson watched his
fingers grip the glass. He could understand them now. But
he dreaded that moment when his flesh was foreign, when
those long spindling shadows became mysteries. He had a
thought, tried to swallow it, but failed. His hands twisted
vague shapes into the air.
"Remember college, Charlie? Remember how we
were?" whispered Tyson. It was almost a moan, like a
dying man with a wet cloth pressed to his pale lips.
"Remember?"
They had burned in college, thought Tyson. They had
been real, then, with dreams that had seemed so close,
and that spun far over the future. Yes, they had burned
late-night and early-morning.
"I remember the women, Charlie! The women I
clubbed with sex!'" moaned Tyson.
"'I broke them up like meringues'," agreed Charlie.
Yes, thought Tyson, he and little Charlie had burned
through women, leaving a trail of husks, like a locust
spring. They had been kings back then, writing and
thinking and screwing, without a rest. No time for sleep in
those red days. But now...
"What's happened to us, Charlie?"
Tyson could remember his hands then. His hands
running over the typewriter keys in a blur, creating. One
hand running down white stomach in early dawn, long
fingers tracing secret names down and down. The feel of a
woman's jaw cupped in his palm and smooth cheek under
his fingertips. There was something in the perfect fit
between his hand and the side of a face that excited and
intrigued him. And that fit of hand on jaw, right before
lips met, he had imagined a future for himself. A poet's
12

ROBLYER
future.
"I don't know Tyson. We're just different now. Not any
worse off."
"C'mon Charlie! We're powerless. We're nothing. We
used to be...Men, I guess!"
They had been savage, back then. Tyson wanted that
savageness back. He wanted more than anything that
unnameable thing that young and virile men possess and
that young and virile women desire. They had ruled with
ideas and writing and sex. He longed for the power of
their youth.
"We're men now, Tyson. We just express ourselves
differently," pleaded Charlie. "We have responsibilities."
"Responsibility! Responsibility is poison. It's killing
us, Charlie! What happened to our power? What are we
now? What good are we?" demanded Tyson.
"I don't know, Tyson," said Charlie, leaning back
resignedly into the darkness. He's gone, Tyson thought.
The last of my youth to leave me. He's gone to his
responsibilities and I'm left with my mysterious hands
and a poet's engine, with no fuel left to run it.
"Speaking of responsibilities, I've gotta go. The wife
likes to watch the news with me," said Charlie bashfully,
getting up and drawing his parka around him. "I'll call
you tomorrow, O.K.?"
Tyson looked up at him. The combination of lighting
and the alcohol buzz in his head twisted Charlie out of
proportion. He appeared grotesque, portions of him
misshapen. He's gone, thought Tyson again.
Charlie hesitated on the edge of darkness. He half
turned, caught in the noise and outer shadow, and then
moved on into the blackness outside. Tyson knew
epiphany when he saw it; a man who cannot turn back
has changed forever, he thought, turning his empty glass
into the light. It glinted, and Tyson thought of the backs of
fish he had once seen; fish that rose toward the sun,
jeweled backs arched out of the black ocean, and then
sank down into the dark distances.
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Wet street like molten darkness. Half-shadowed
houses in shy rows. Ominous clouds and a bat. T^son with
his hand on the gate. A man who cannot turn back has
changed forever, he thought. Forward progress must be
maintained. He was moving forward, out of the red place
from which he came, and into the strange unimaginable
world of adulthood.
Tyson opened the gate. To him it sounded like
something torn apart from another something. Everything
had started sounding that way to him. The rubbing of
pants' legs sounded like breaking. The sound of his steps
tore out into the air. He could not understand.
He knew what his problem was. His poetic
imagination cast its redness over every future event,
anticipating a reality that would not, could not be. This
thought came back to him now: that by anticipating the
future with his poet's molten imagination, he ultimately
must be disappointed. He must always face a reality that
was nothing like the one he had envisioned. If he had been
one of those silvery shapes rising from the sea, his mind
would have believed that he would rise and rise up to the
sun. His imagination could not recognize the edge of the
ocean, where the fish must return.
"Doomed," he whispered as his dog came bounding
darkly across the yard. And yet his long hand slipped
perfectly around the jaw of the animal as it thrust its
head joyfully towards him. The feeling of the jawbone
molded into his hands and the damp shifting night swept
into him. He knew there must be something to it, but he
could not understand. If the fit of his hand to a woman's
jaw during clumsy ardor meant anything, then what could
this mean? And of course none of these poetics meant
anything; he could not force the feeling of a dog's jaw, long
thin hands and a damp night onto the reality of going
upstairs to his wife and to another dry tomorrow. He was
a poet and that was what got him into trouble, he thought.
Old railing wood cold and wet under hand like
something spilled. Face shadowed and back-lit in art
14

ROBLYER
movie excess by porch light. Behind him the stopped form
of a woman, willowy, wifely. Tyson felt the old motion
begin, from behind as well as outward. Where some people
saw the patterns of their life cast in a graceful arc against
blackness, he saw dizzying lines and points strewn like
nerves, patternless.
"Come on inside, Tyson. It's chilly out here," his wife
suggested gently. He could imagine her without turning. A
thin pink nightgown, blowing softly at the fringes. Arms
crossed across small breasts, nipples pushing slightly
against the fabric, disappearing and reappearing as the
wind shifted the gown. Blonde hair brushed back for
sleep. Faceless. He remembered her green eyes, but
nothing else.
"Because we cannot stop imagining, we will always
be disappointed in what comes to be," he said quietly,
without turning.
"I know," she whispered. She was suddenly right
behind him, her body pressed against his. Her arms
locked around his waist. Chains or life vest, he wondered.
"Good God, what are we? Who are we? We're just
things! Yet because we can imagine ourselves as more
than things, as above the common meanness of the world,
we are doomed, aren't we?" he asked measuredly. He could
not help but be dramatic.
His wife drew in a whistling breath. Her arms
unlocked as she stepped back. The wood seemed to be
trying to slide from beneath his fingers.
Tyson turned his head to the side. His profile was lit
cheaply against the black night. He had always thought
there was something noble and redeeming in the sight of a
human profile drawn against blackness. He wished for an
epiphany, for a changing moment in his life. He wanted
more than anything that old short-story magic; for a
realization to thunder upon him, for symbols to decipher
themselves, for a moral to leap out and shake his hand.
He needed the thousand somethings which confused and
derailed his life to suddenly be explained.
He turned and looked at his wife. She stood patiently,
15
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wearing old jeans and a gray sweatshirt. Her blonde hair
blew back a little, and through the blinding whiteness of
the porch light he saw her green eyes, with the black
pupils rising out the dark green. They turned silverbacked for an instant and then receded.
He turned off the porch light, made love to his lovely
wife, and woke in darkness, looking down at shapes whose
very ideas he could not know.
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David Putz

This is Why We Come to the Cottage
A person only has so many poems
inside. Like a scattering of black
birds on an early November sky or
the way a child with Crayons colors
a rainbow, there are no lines,
only experiences collected: the
last leaf on a sapling, the
warmth of winter fire, books of poems
and stories that smell like dust and line
the living room shelves, the black
taste of cold well water brought up colorless
from an old hand pump, or
the spring's first thaw, or
tearing up the dock for firewood and a nail piercing the
wide part of my foot but missing bones, the color
of a duck transforming wingbeat to the precise skidding poetry
of webbed feet in water, the hollow lapping of black
waves against the hull of Granddaddy's boat, the line
I tied to the dock which gave up a sunfish, the line
of its dorsal fin piercing my palm, or
the hiss of wind along the shore clattering countless black
aspen leaves together, the absent slam of the
screen door on the porch since Alan fixed it, poems
Fleda wrote in the attic when I wished she would come color
the day with me, the child fear left over of dark colors
in deep water and seaweed in tangled lines
on toes. We can run out of these like poems,
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like we ran out of milk and had to make the trip into town, 01
the way the oarlocks on the
rowboat run out of the gritty black
grease which gets on hands and makes them black
too. We take in life here as we take in food, pure of color,
simple, unadorned. There is no place for the
weight of time. We each follow the lines
of the highway from Maryland, Texas, Missouri, or
Michigan and come to use the poetry
of these woods on the deep black water as its poetry
has been used for a hundred years. Not to regain color or
to look for something but to renew the lines of poetry inside
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Elena DiMuzio

Lullaby
Here in this kitchen it is close and quiet;
it often rains when I come.
I stand at the window washing limp lettuce
it turns the sink water brilliant green
small pieces stick to my hands, the countertop
If I were younger I could live here,
curl up like a curly leaf under the sink nightly
eat crackers from the great tin for breakfast.
At night, the dictionary animals would come to me
Weaving out from their ornate word-cages
line-drawings of lyrebirds and ocelots
While moonlight played across the linoleum
they'd bound in, growing,
rubbing their pen-drawing backs against the sink-legs
Stiff bristles and tail feathers make a little clatter
and I sing through the alphabet till they sleep,
dropping them gently back into their pages before morning,
making the soft, ruffling sound of dictionaries,
whispering the names, A-Z, till I also shut my eyes,
rest my head on the heavy book

19
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Cartoon (untitled)

Elena DiMuzio

lily white and very white
When it's evening it's panoramic
lavender dropping into deeper and more blue
as figures appear and melt, the director stands
preventing dusken collisions which can trip the pace
lily white and pretty-white, the moon in technicolor
and panning through such blue, blue
(such deeper blue, tasting of pondwater, of mountain-something)
it is not as in the daylight, when a flower pot
crashing to cement as you round the corner, breaks
lily white and softer white, the moon is dropping flowers
In the evening, pottery can melt into the pavement
with a sound like shadow. Film, then, through the last few bugs
through dry leaves tumbling each other on the brick
and a lamp, and a girl, and two kids on bikes
lily white and statue-white, the faces in the moonlight
the sun is setting on time, and as each even color
bows and bends and lets the blueness over one
the credits are rolling and if you catch on to a good letter
(a W or an H or a Q) you can float there lily white and very white, the letters and the moon
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Elena DiMuzio

But Not a Love Poem
i
Stretching red and white
into the height of night
are TV transmitters, and
you are right If I lean my head back
I see stars and towers only
(or if I cheat a little,
your face, too-)
red lights, ebbing,
the towers need not talk of love
II
Here, carven, a great man's hand
curving, like a saint's, cupping
(as a statue cups)
the fragile female other hand
But you and I, our hands
tapered like saints'
are the very same
(though they have never touched)
III
Here we are, saying goodbye.
(what I think of, intermittently, is
condensed milk in coffee and
the great thumb pressing up on my lungs,
or heart)
the parking meter has no significance
but it is in the picture too.

22

A Conversation With Dorothy Allison
Dorothy Allison is the author of I
Bastard Out of Carolina which I
won the National Book Award in I
1992. Allison is also the author I
of Trash, a book of short stories I
for which she won two Lambda I
Literary Awards in 1989. She I
came to Kenyon on January I
26th to give a reading from a I
new work in progress. She I
' conducted an interview with Jill I Penman and MJ Vandivier of
the Hika staff about her writing and her life. Hika would
especially like to thank Kristin Shrimplin for her help in
facilitating the interview.
Hika:
Was Bastard Out of Carolina autobiographical?
Allison:
Yes, the first chapter of the book is autobiographical; its all
the stories I was told about how I was born, and, as the book
makes clear, people in my family were not to be trusted. They
lied, and lied very well, and I can't vouch for everything, but
when I wrote the novel, I used all the stories. I was born in
South Carolina, in 1949, after a car accident.
Hika:
In the book, there seem to be a lot of coincidences. Do you
tend to notice such coincidences in real life? Do you think
they make for good fiction?
23

Allison:
I find those coincidences in life all the time; I'm not too
sure whether they always make good fiction or not as
they may seem a little bit too obvious. I would have put
more of them in because I love magical fiction, but I sort of
toned it down because I wanted this to be a real story.
Hika:
Bone was, at one point in the book, a very religious child
Did she ever believe, as many children do, that her bad
experiences were a kind of punishment?
Allison:
No. Absolutely not. So much happened to Bone in such a
short time that she didn't have time to think she was
being punished. She's never a child, she never has a
chance to be a child. She's inordinately serious. Her first
memories were those of taking care of her mother
reassuring her. This isn't really an initiation story. The
enormous change that happens in the course of the book
is once she is persuaded that she is an evil person by her
experiences, she believes herself responsible, and by the
end of the novel, she begins to reject that stance. She
begins to hold other people responsible. It's a growth
process that's extraordinarily painful and difficult.
Hika:
Did the stories which the characters shared help them to
deal with this pain?
Allison:
es. What I did design was the process by which the
family is inoculated. Bone goes to stay with each of her
aunts, and through the course of the book, they tell her
24

stories about the family. She's growing up in a situation
in which she knows her family is despised. What has to
happen for her to become a healthy grown-up is to be
given some sense of pride, and that's what her aunts give
her, a little at a time, by telling her those stories, most of
which are terrible, but they have a perverse, workingclass ethic involved.
Hika :
What about the mother-daughter relationship? Do you feel
that a mother's love for her husband often conflicts with
her love for her daughter?
Allison:
In the course of the book, the line is that Bone doesn't
understand romantic love; she just doesn't get it. She
learns only from her aunts that familial love is
overwhelmingly powerful. Women, in this family
particularly, have a kind of mother-child bond with their
husbands. In their natures, it's intrinsic, and it can't be
broken. It gets subjected to some pretty astonishing
stressors. It's a positive and powerful thing except when
there is this introduction of violence and alcoholism, or
the enormous, destructive power of a man who is in that
situation. I believe in mother love; it's a very important
part of my culture. Mama. I think the word for "Mama"
and the word for "God" must be similar below the MasonDixon line.
Hika:
Annie, Bone's mother, chooses her husband over Bone.
Could Annie have made the other decision?
Allison:
Bone's love for her mother is absolute. Annie's love for
25

Bone is absolute; it's the tragedy of the book. There is no
resolution. What I wanted to resonate at the ending was
the James Baldwin quote at the beginning of the book;
people pay for what they do by the lives they lead. No one
has to punish anyone for the choices they make. The
consequences of their lives are powerful enough. Bone's
loss of her mother and her mother's loss of Bone is
sufficient tragedy. It's not going to be a happy ending. I
know that situation, and I am a realist in terms of fiction.
The solution is not to create that magical, sentimental
intervention; most women stay with abusive men, and
most children don't get out. I wanted the power of that
tragedy to be evident; I wanted readers to feel it. It's not
simple; it's not this cotton candy notion of love. It's
offensive to me, the T.V. movie solutions of love. No, love is
like gospel music, inordinately powerful and painful and
is often as tragic as it is redeeming.
Hike:
Music seems to have a very important place in the lives of
the characters.
Allison:
Yes. Music is the metaphor people use to explain their
lives to themselves. I made Bone this total gospel
obsessive, but I grew up on rock n' roll. I gave her my
mother's music, essentially. I remember listening late at
night to the radio and saying," That's me. That's my life."
It's silly, it's inane, but at the same time, it's the way we
explain ourselves to us. We're always telling ourselves the
story of our lives, but half the time, it's fiction. The music,
the way it feels, communicates directly. It's a short cut. It's
a trip, but it's a beautiful trip. I write to music. Rock n'
roll. Bruce Springsteen. Tom Petty. Wonderful stuff. It's
the key to culture, it's the key to understanding people,
the music that they listen to, and the music they pretend
they don't like.
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Hika:
Do you think music and writing have the same power?
Allison:
Well, you hear about writing as therapy and music as
therapy. It's a way to express feeling, and people don't
often have room to do that, except in art.
Hika:
Do you think people are generally discouraged from being
creative?
Allison:
Maybe. Perhaps because of our homogenized culture,
because we get a lot of our ideas from television. There is
a very small sampling of modern culture, very few novels,
very little music. Before, the availability was a lot wider,
and you were allowed to have eccentric tastes, but people
are afraid to be different. Maybe it's because of television,
but I'm not sure. Sometimes we put labels on things,
according to how we think the culture should be, but
talking to people one on one, it's hard to know whether
these broad notions are true. The exceptions are
marvelous and continuous.
Hika:
Were the subjects of childhood and family relations
difficult to deal with?
Allison:
In writing the book, I tried to imagine a child who was
really a child, a smart child who grew up too fast. Now I
have my own child. It's terrifying, really, but he s
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seventeen months old, and it seems to be working. My
sisters are both delighted and appalled. Well, delighted
because my sisters' children are already grown, and now I
have a baby, and so they all say, "Oh, yeah, we know how
to do that ." One of them stayed with me when the baby
was ten days old to teach me how to be a mother. She said,
"You don't know anything about this. You went to college."
Then she taught me how to put on a diaper. It's a conflict
in our family; my sisters dropped out of high school and
had babies, and I went to college. It caused a split in our
family, but then I was finally trying to do something they
could help me do.
Hika:
Do your sisters feel resentment?
Allison:
Not resentment. Hatred. One of the interesting things
about families that experience domestic violence is that
the children don t become allies; they become enemies.
The struggle to think of each other as real people and to
find some way to love each other is really difficult. I grew
up in a very violent family, and my sisters and I would
cope with it by fighting not to be the object of violence.
This involved enormous guilt, resentment, fear. We could
not afford to be close, and after we left home, which was
as soon as possible, we stopped talking to each other and
seeing each other for almost a decade. When we tried to
make contact, it was very slow, very difficult. I've been
close to my sisters only in the past decade. I came from a
family, none of whom graduated from high school, and I
went to college. My family thinks I'm an alien from
another planet some days. I can sort of understand that,
because the first thing that you learn in college is to hide
your origins, become a different person, and to have
contempt for people without education. It takes a long
time to get those notions sorted out.
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Hika:
Do you find writing liberating, difficult, or a combination
of both?
Allison:
I couldn't live without writing. I've been writing since I
was a teenager, but for a while, I was reluctant to publish,
because I was working as an editor. Eventually, I was sort
of persuaded to let some things go. I had to write because
I was a child who loved books, and I wrote stories because
I believed that what was on the page was somehow real.
However, it's difficult. It's like doing some very painful,
very satisfying sport, but no matter how scary or painful it
becomes, when I get it right, everything makes sense. The
sensation is very short-lived and very rare. What I tell my
students is that there is this feeling of satisfaction, but it
takes an enormous amount of work to achieve it.
Hika:
What do you think of labels such as "woman writer ,
"lesbian writer", or, for that matter, "writer"?
Allison:
Some of it is about affirmation, some of it is about
claiming your space in the world, but it becomes
unbearably complicated. One day, I sat and wrote down all
the labels which could possibly apply to me, and I was
trying to figure out which one I really was. Well, I was
working-class, I was a lesbian, I was a feminist. Some of
them were really radical and political, and some were
really inane. I was a Christian. I mean, was I really a
Christian? When you really look at who you are, we re all
an incredible mix of stuff. Day by day, whats going to be
at the top of the list changes. However, the world wants
to simplify. They want one or two easy labels, and they
want to predict, more or less, what you re going to do.
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Publishers, for instance, want a category and a shelf
where they'll be able to find you. However, when it's
positive, when it's a case of self-definition, it becomes a
means of survival.
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Spencer Parsons

Ashes and Milk
Ray? He was a shithead. And
He couldn't form complex sentences.
So I ditched him.
She grinds out her Camel Wide
In the last drips of milk left
Standing at the bottom of
My former bowl full of flakes.
Dusty sunlight strewn about the
Kitchen forms patterns on the
Linoleum. A smirk curls her voice.
He was one of those people.
Who ask, "How ya doin?" and
Don't care about your answer.
I know everyone does that
Sometimes, but he was like that
With everything. Trust me. God.
A tired, head shaking sigh.
She's a girl who likes to stare
At her own footprints. Perhaps
Too much. But who am I
To judge? A metaphor:
I'd say he wanted to have
His unreality on
A platter, but that would be
Unfair. With his tastes, he would want
Deep fried lies, served in a
Bucket. He said that I was
Clever and a good lay but
Depressing. What a shithead.
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PARSONS

She breakfasts on smoke this
Morning, aiming her exhalations
At the motes shimmering above,
And I stare into the bottom
Of the bowl for a while, unable
To respond, wishing she would stay.
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Johanna Burton

Ballpark
Suntea in
mugs made of mason
jars, souvenirs of the refinery
sticky hand on transistor dial—Itch—
August the old park packed red
faced black bristled uncle
Pat sundizzy drunk-sober
in the rotted bleachers—
Electricians play the bible college
on the softball diamond (emblems of lightning
bolts, shining fists) sunburnt middleaged daddies—Arc
of the ball, Stretch of work-hard muscles—
Few beers out the back of a pickup
Worn out before dark—
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Lisa Bidlingmeyer
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Rapture
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Hika wishes to announce the following prizes
for 1993-1994

The Denham Sutcliffe Prize
for non-fiction prose
not awarded
Edgar Collings Bogardus Prize
for poetry
Jill Penman
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
for short fiction
Kat Knudson
The John C. Neff Prize
for drama
not awarded
The Rahming Prize
for art
David Gaddis

All prizes were judged
by the editors.
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Editors

Katherine Manning Larson
Michael Patrick Rutter
MJ Vandivier

Staff

Meghan Kenny
Jill Penman
Amy Thielen
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'Bold and
promiscuous
i

-The Nation

J "A shining star": Pulitzer Prize-winner
Maxine Kumin. "Not an assemblage, but
a force": poet Arthur Sze. Madonna? Nothe Kenyon Review which, under the
editorship of Marilyn Hacker, "does not
simply use the buzzword 'multicultural,' it
embodies it": the Lannan Foundation,
Look for new fiction by Kate Braverman, Samuel R. Delany,
Reginald McKnight; interviews with Anna Deavere Smith,
Jamaica Kincaid, Rita Dove; essays by Adrienne Rich, Albert
Goldbarth, Cheryl Clarke; poetry by Hayden Carruth, Toi
Derricotte, Alfred Corn, Rachel Hadas. There'll be food for
thought, and a few bones of contention in every issue. *

Subscriptions: 1 yr.-$22; 2 yr.-$40; 3 yr.-$60. Foreign: Add
$8 per yr. to cover postage.
Sample copy: $7. Write: Kenyon Review, Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623-
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